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OWS Tech Discussion:  Pre/Post Treatment 

 
The earliest OWS installation diagrams show very simple treatment systems. In essence the 

OWS/OCM takes suction from a bilge tank or a bilge well and discharges through a three way 

valve overboard. 

This system diagram is still shown in many OWS manuals too (like the copy from a random 

manual below), and, as such, would be the type of installation that a manufacturer expects 

would actually occur aboard a ship. 
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Even in the early days actual systems were much more complicated. 

 

 

Typical system found in 1980’s built tankers. Bilge well or bilge water holding tank suction system with 

discharge to oily water tank. Oily water tank has cascade separation with sludge water tank.  Purifier 

sludge discharges to oily water tank. 
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Typical OWS system installation found aboard 1990’s built container vessels. Bilge well or bilge holding 

tank suction system with oil discharge to oily bilge tank. Separate sludge tank. All drains to oily bilge tank 

including sludge water. Note Boiler wash down strainer drains to oily bilge tank. Boiler soot is a common 

contaminant that results in OWS failures 
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However, over time, the typical or recommended OWS installation (system) diagram has 

become much more complicated. Today it is not unusual to see pretreatment tanks, weir 

systems, settling tanks, pre treatment systems and even post treatment systems (with white 

boxes) included in recommended and actual bilge water treatment systems. Van Hemmen 

recommended the following design lay-outs in 2006: 

 

This system had some fancy decanting tank. 
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The 2012 ASTM guide recommends the following typical layout with a bilge primary tank, but 

also with an apparently very shallow bilge holding tank: 
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These system complications inevitably increase operational and maintenance tasks.  This is not 

ultimately helpful in creating a successful solution, and also begs a larger question. Since the 

testing protocols for both the early 60(33) and the later 107(49) require processing of raw bilge 

liquid and certainly do not indicate that pretreatment of bilge water is required, we can ask 

ourselves a bifurcated question: 

1.  Why is there an industry trend for pre and post Flag State Approved OWS treatment? 

And: 

2.  Are we underestimating the effectiveness of present OWS technology (are we being 

paranoid?), or is this pre and post processing equipment really required? 

 

Is the below resolution reasonable? 

Let’s have faith in the present OWS equipment and operate it without pre and post treatment, 

and if it does not work let’s make a SMS entry and let’s call in the manufacturer and publicly 

discuss the issue until we really know what is going on. 

Let’s make life simpler for everybody. 


